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d.. N E w s a n d v I E w s awarded the degree of Ph.D. in the University of 
d\'" London for a thesis on the influence of climate and 

G I t B · · h Prof. l. J. Wi lis type of pruning on the growth of tea. He also studied 
eo ogy a lrmmg am : methods of vegetative propagation, selection, etc., of 
PRoF. L. J. WILLS retires from the chair of geology the tea bush. After serving in the Army from 1939, 

in the Univer!9f Birmingham at the end of this he was placed on the retired list in December 1945 
session. Prof. ·Is, like his predecessors, has shown with the rank of lieut.-colonel, and returned to 
that he is {0 na row s e ialist, and one has only to Ceylon to resume his investigations at the Tea 
look at a li's't(othis ' or read his to Research Institute. He returned to Britain in 1948 
this. ut een a strat1grapher m the to take up an appointment as manager in charge of 
widest nse, an when carrying o_ut the Horticultural Division of the Food Research 

ogical work has always had m v1ew the Organisation of Messrs. Lever Bros. and Unilever, 
the plants or animals he is describing :vere Ltd., at Sharnbrook, Bedfordshire. ,J:J( 

li · g organisms making up part of the enVIron- I'Jib 
in which they lived. His early work on the Statistics in the University of London : 

flora and faunas of the Bromsgrove Trias gave a Dr. M. G. Kendall 
of. a_ desert oasis with its of DR. M. G. KENDALL has been appointed to a 

scorpwns among the ; later h1s work newly created statistics in the University of 
on the Geological took h1m on to the North London up his appointment in October 
Welsh Lower Palooozow rocks of the Llangollen London School of Economics. Dr. Kendall 
syncline, an area excellent for t eachin15 young . . m themat·cs at Cambridge (Wrangler, 
students, and many generatiOns of a · nter administrative class of the 
undergraduates have benefi ted from under his c· S ·ce i o. He became head of the 
guidance to district. Another of ' ·cs e ·· ence Branch of the Ministry of 
whiCh Prof. W1lls has deals W:Ith history Agrw ture i 8, resigning in 1941 to accept the 
of t?e Dee and RIVers, and m this he has post of statist at the Chamber of Shipping. He 

the history <?f n vers and then· became joint assistant general manager at the 
relatiOnship to the glamal epiSodes of the West Chamber in 1946. Dr. Kendall 's interests have been 

. and North Wales. Perhaps his most largely in mathematical statistics, on which he has 
p16_ces of how:ever, are books, written numerous papers; but he has also published 

The Physwgraphw of Bntam a_nd t_he work on the applications of statistics to problems 
"Paloooge?graphy Midlands". These_epitomJze of agriculture, shipping, etc. He has written the 
his t eachmg of stratigraphy and have mfluenced standard text-book on the "Advanced Theory of 
tea:chin!S _not only in Birmingham also all the Statistics". Dr. Kendall has also published "Tables 
universities throughout Great many of Random Sampling Numbers" (with B. Babington 
friends and former W:IIl Wish h1m _many Smith, 1939), "Contributions to the Study of Oscil
years of happy and frmtful hke so latory Time-Series" (1946) and "Rank Correlation 
many geologists, he shows no sign of growmg old. Methods" (1948). He has been very active in the 

"'IJ Prof. F. W. Shotton Statistical in which t:e ?as held 'ib va:r;wus offices ; the Somety awarded him Its Silver 
PRoF. F . W. SHOTTON, of the University of Sheffield, Medal in 1946. Among the more recent of Dr. 

who succeeds Prof. Wills, is a native of Coventry Kendall's distinctions have been his election to the 
and was educated at Bah ke School, gaining an open Interna tional Statistical Institute in 1948, and the 
scholarship to Si Y. ussex College, Cambridge. award this year of the degree of Sc.D. of the Univer-
After h pent a year on research at sity of Cambridge. 
Cambrid . D · 28- 36 he was a lecturer in ,. 

t U ersity of Birmingham, returning Water-Supply an Rai all over the Britls Isles 
t o C id · e latter year as a lecturer. He A STATElliENT li een issued by the Under-

din he yfrom 1940to 1945, being geological Secretary of Stat or Air relating to the recent 
to H.Q iddle East during 1941-43, and later shortage l over the British Isles and its 

h rved with the Twenty-First Army Group in effect upo ountry's water-supply. In it atten-
Normandy and Belgium. After the War he was tion ec to warnings given by water engineers 
appointed professor of geology in the University of that y r\m ch of England there is likely to be a 
Sheffield (see N ature, 155, 664; 1945). shorta of water during the next few months, and 

. . fo lowed by some statistics of recent rainfall, 
East Mallmg Research Stat1on : Dr. F. R. Tubbs an not es on the meteorological aspects of the 

DR. F. R. TUBBS, who has been appointed director situ tion. It is pointed out that the threat of short
of the East Ma ·ng Research Station in succession to age of supply is greatest for south-east England, 
Sir Ronald H ton, took up his new duties on July 1. where reliance is placed mainly on deep-seated water 
Dr. Tubbs, ho is forty-one, studied at the Imperial supply; that deep water sources there are dependent 
College o cience and Technology. After graduating, for replenishment upon winter ra infall being at 
he was awarded a Ministry of Agriculture post- least up to the average. Much of the summer fall is 
grad 'te scholarship in plant physiology. For work on lost by evaporation or taken up by vegetation, so that 
the ect of manurial deficiency upon the mechanical little or none percolates to great depths ; moreover, 
s ength of barley straw, carried out under the most of south-east England had less than 70 per 
direction of Dr. F. G. Gregory at Rothamsted, he cent of its rainfall during the period October 
was awarded the degree of M.Sc. After spending six 1948 to March 1949. The winter was not only dry, 
months at the East Mailing and Long Ashton but also very mild. After the eight winters in the 
Research Stations, he proceeded to Ceylon in 1930 last fifty years that have been both mild and dry, 
to found a Department of Plant Physiology at the the succeeding spring and summer were dry as often 
Tea Research Institute of Ceylon. In 1935 he was as they were wet, therefore no expectation of a return 
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to normal conditions can be based on the character 
of the past winter. Another discouraging feature is 
that the deficiency of rainfall is equally well marked 
over a large part of Europe. The immediate cause of 
the deficiency is the abnormal frequency and persist
ence of anticyclones over the area affected, combined 
with a displacement northwards of the tracks of the 
eastward-moving depressions with their attendant 
rain ; but in the absence of any clue to the cause 
of these abnormal features of the general circulation 
of the atmosphere, their duration cannot be predicted. 

elescope at Palomar 
A PROJECT of photo' ing the heavens has been 

announced ational Geographic Society, 
Washington, . which is sponsoring the scheme, 
and by tt!t. ilson-Palomar Observatories, which 
will carr 'the programme, and will be known as 
the Natio al Geographic Society-Palomar Observ-

J{y Survey. The main work will be done by 
n. Schmidt telescope on Mt. Palomar, and the 
otographs will be taken on July 19, weather 

p ing, on which night a ceremony will be held 
in the Schmidt dome. It is expected that the work 
will be completed in 1953, when three-quarters of the 
sky out to an average distance of 300 million light
years will have been photographed. Unusual phen
omena recorded by the Schmidt telescope will be 
studied more intensively later by the "pin-pointing 
instrument of maximum penetration"-the 200-in. 
giant at Palomar. Virtually identical exposures of 
each area will be made by using both blue and red 
filters to permit comparisons of the widely different 
pictures obtained in the different colours. When 
completed, the Survey will record about 500 million 
stars and perhaps 10 million extra-galactic nebula;. 
The "Sky Atlas" which includes this survey will be 
the equivalent of about twenty large volumes, and it 
is hoped that the Atlas can be produced at a cost of 
2,000 dollars a copy. These will be supplied at cost 
price to observatories, astronomers, and higher 
educational institutions throughout the world "to 
advance the cause of human knowledge". The 
relatively low cost of production is due to the generous 
financial assistance rendered by the National Geo
graphic Society. This Survey will prove invaluable 
as a research guide for the great observatories and 
will also be an immense boon for the smaller observ
atories, and for astronomers engaged in theoretical 
studies, who will be able to use the Survey photo
graphs without recourse to their own telescopic 
observations. It is believed that the results will be 
an astronomical bible for at least a century to come. 

American Geologists for British Colonial Develop-
ment 
REFERENCE was made in Nature of May 28 to the 

proposed recruitment of American geologists for 
service in v ious British Colonial geological surveys. 
It is stat in Economic Geology of May that the 
Econom· Co-operation Administration has under
taken finance in part the employment of about 
twen -five geologists, petrographers and chemist
assa ers for this purpose. The men will be employed 
by, he U.S. Geological Survey, and it is proposed to 

cruit seventeen field geologists, two petrologists, 
'two chemist-as&ayers and four ground-water geo
logists. The qualifications suggested are an honours 
degree in geology with five years professional field 
experience, and it is hoped that a few men of longer 
experience will also be attracted. They will be placed 

in grades 6-8 of the U.S. Geological Survey 
according to qualifications, so that their salaries will 
range from about 8,000 dollars a year upwards. The 
fields in which they will be employed are given as 
Nigeria, Gold Coast, Sierra Leone, Kenya, Tangan
yika, Uganda, N yasaland, North Borneo and Sarawak, 
and British Guiana. Recruitment is to be for three 
years, after which it is expected that British-trained 
geologists will be available. The measure is intended to 
be a temporary expedient devised to overcome lack of 
personnel in the Colonial geological surveys attributed 
to the interruption of training during the War. 

Uganda Society 
lumns, accounts have been 

given of the format· of philosophical societies in 
two British Colo · s in Africa. In Uganda there 
exists such a bo which is well established, both in 
terms of ye and activity of membership. The 
Uganda So ety, a non-racial, cultural and scientific 
society, s reborn in its present form in 1933 through 
the ins ration of Mr. E. J. Wayland, then director 
of t Geological Survey, and Mr. (now Sir) Ralph 
H e, then attorney-general in Uganda. Its trans
actions are published in the Uganda Journal (Oxford 
University Press) and include a range of subjects 
embracing ethnology, archa;ology, geology and local 
history. The Society has sponsored two major 
publications, namely : "A Guide to the Snakes of 
Uganda", by Captain C. R. S. Pitman; and "Uganda 
Memories", by Sir Albert Cook. Other books are in 
course of publication. The present membership of 
this Society, which it is hoped to increase further, is 
now more than seven hundred. The officers for 1949 
are: President, Dr. Goronwy ap Griffith; Vice
President, Rev. Father F. B. Gaffney; Editor, Mr. 
W. V. Harris; Librarian, Mrs. Barbara Saben; Hon. 
Secretary, Mr. J. Addington; Hon. Treasurer, Mr. 
C. W. Stuart. The address of the Society is P.O. 
Private Bag, Kampala, Uganda. ,db 
Education in lndustr ics for Research ill! 

t10le in Further Education (3, 
t, 1949), Dr. P. Dunsheath, the 

chairman of ritish Association for Education in 
ommerce, discusses some of the prob-

w i have arisen as the result of the growth of 
C\!'ti in industry. When considering the range 

of bility, outlook and intelligence among individuals, 
Dr. Dunsheath indicates that considerable research 
should be done on the basis of selection for technical 
courses. Then, remembering that the people affected 
by education and training in industry are of all ages 
and positions, he suggests that the problem of how 
far industrial organisation should concern itself with 
educational facilities for employees already well 
established should also be resolved. 

Among other questions raised by the author are 
the following. Should the practical training of 
engineering students precede a full-time course at a 
university or technical college, or should it follow 
the academic course on entry into industrial employ
ment, or should periods of practical work be inter
posed during the academic years in the form of 
vacation or sandwich courses ? Is it right for a 
young man destined to become a draughtsman or a 
designer to spend years at the bench becoming a 
skilled fitter ? Can education be planned for co
operation? To what extent can arts graduates 
compete with science graduates for the senior posts 
in industry ? Is management within the next decade 
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